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With France and Germany taking the initial lead roles, electric cars take off and
IRUPXSWRRIWKHZRUOGȂVYHKLFOHȤHHWE\
-X MW LEW FIIR E PSRK XMQI GSQMRK FYX XLMVXIIR
years after the global launch of the Toyota Prius
hybrid, a host of companies all have electric vehicles
scheduled for introduction over the next few years.
The alignment of technology development, targeted
incentives and economies of scale together with
a fundamental change in consumer sentiment has
started the shift towards a future where electric
QSFMPMX] LEW E WMKRM½GERX VSPI XS TPE] MR KPSFEP
XVERWTSVXEXMSR &] I\TIVXWTVIHMGXXLEXRIEVP]
one-third of all cars being sold will be electric and
XLEXIPIGXVMGGEVW[MPPJSVQYTXS SJXLI[SVPH´W
ZILMGPI¾IIX
)PIGXVMGQSFMPMX]MWRSXRI[MRXLIPEXIXLGIRXYV]
QER]SJXLI½VWXGEVWXSFITVSHYGIH[IVIIPIGXVMG
&IJSVI XLI MRXIVREP GSQFYWXMSR IRKMRI XSSO SZIV
IPIGXVMG GEVW [IVI QEOMRK E QEVO FVIEOMRK XLI
 OQL FEVVMIV MR  % ¾IIX SJ IPIGXVMG XE\MW
½VWX ETTIEVIH MR 2I[=SVO MR  ERH HIWTMXI
their relatively slow speed, electric vehicles had a
number of advantages over their competitors in
XLI IEVP] W PIWW ZMFVEXMSR PIWW RSMWI ERH PIWW
pollution. However, with increasing competition
from the internal combustion engine and sizeable
support from the oil industry, gasoline and diesel
ZILMGPIWFIGEQIQSVITSTYPEVERHWEPIWSJXLI½VWX
KIRIVEXMSRSJIPIGXVMGGEVWTIEOIHMR
One hundred years later, a second wave of electric
mobility is gaining momentum, driven by a number of

leading manufacturers and a massive swing of public
support for more sustainable transport solutions.
8LMW WXIT GLERKI LEW XEOIR WSQI XMQI XS QEOI
ER MQTEGX -R  +IRIVEP 1SXSVW ERRSYRGIH MXW
MRXIRXMSRXSQEVOIXIPIGXVMGGEVWERHMRXVSHYGIHXLI
+1 -QTEGX FYX SZIV XLI JSPPS[MRK X[S HIGEHIW
little was achieved and most of the concept cars
never made it into the showroom. However, the
past couple of years have seen the arrival of some
notable catalysts for change.
Although in many eyes electric cars are epitomised
F]XLIWQEPP-RHMERQEHI+;M^^ERHWMQMPEVZILMGPIW
high-speed electric sports cars have come out of
the shadows, most notably those being produced
F] 'EPMJSVRMEFEWIH8IWPE 8LI RSXMSR SJ  QTL
IPIGXVMGEPP]TS[IVIHGEVWXLEXGERKSJSVQMPIW
or more between recharging has captured the
imagination of many, resulting in a surge of investment.
-R GSQTEVMWSR XS XVEHMXMSREP GSQTIXMXSVW IPIGXVMG
vehicles offer a number of advantages: they are
quieter, accelerate faster, require less maintenance,
cost less on a per-mile basis and in many ways are
more sustainable because, in certain locations, they
can run on clean energy. At the same time, they
have the potential to be lighter.
However, while electrically powered transport for
personal use dropped off the agenda for around one
hundred years, public transport systems, particularly
in cities, have often used electric mobility solutions.
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)PIGXVMGEPP]TS[IVIHXVEQWXVEMRWERHQIXVSWVYRRMRK
SR ½\IH TS[IV WYTTPMIW LEZI PSRK FIIR TEVX SJ
QER] GMXMIW´ XVERWTSVX MRJVEWXVYGXYVI -R XIVQW SJ
independent road-based mobility, electric buses have
been steadily introduced into many cities over the
past twenty years or so and are now part of many
E QE]SV´W ^IVSIQMWWMSRW TPERW %HH MR XE\MW ERH
HIPMZIV]XVYGOWERHXLIMQTIXYWJSVQYGLXIGLRSPSK]
development in electric mobility has come from public
transport. Coupled with the success of early hybrids,
EWMKRM½GERXWLMJXMWXEOMRKTPEGI1ENSVEHZERGIWLEZI
FIIR QEHI MR IJ½GMIRG] GSWX ERH [IMKLX MR TYFPMG
transport, particularly for drive trains and battery
XIGLRSPSK]8LMW ORS[PIHKI MW RS[ FIMRK ETTPMIH XS
personal transport. Although some, including several
MR E 7LERKLEM [SVOWLST UYIWXMSR I\MWXMRK FEXXIV]
technology, many others are placing heavy bets on a
FVIEOXLVSYKLMRXLIRI\XJI[]IEVW
-R WXIT [MXL XLMW FYVKISRMRK MRXIVIWX SZIV XLI
past year or two, more manufacturers have made
announcements about their plans for electric
ZILMGPIWMR&1;HMH½IPHXVMEPWSJXLIIPIGXVMG
ZIVWMSRSJMXW1MRM XLI1MRM) MR+IVQER] XLI9/
ERHXLI97 ERHXLIWI[IVIJSPPS[IHF]'LMREERH
*VERGIMR;LMPI+1LEWNYWXPEYRGLIHXLI
Chevrolet Volt/Opel Ampera electric hybrid, Nissan
has gone a step further with the introduction of the
Nissan Leaf, an all-electric vehicle, with full global
VSPPSYXTPERRIHJSV-REHHMXMSRGSQTERMIWPMOI
&IXXIV 4PEGI EVI IEVRMRK EXXIRXMSR JSV EPXIVREXMZI
solutions such as its battery swap system which
allows batteries to be exchanged automatically for
JYPP]GLEVKIHSRIWMRPIWWXMQIXLEREXVEHMXMSREPVI½PP
at a petrol station.
Although some question whether it will be in other
VIKMSRW [LIVI XLI IEVP] FVIEOXLVSYKLW XEOI TPEGI

The German car industry has signed up
to a government push to get a million
electric cars on to the roads by 2020.
much of the debate on the future of electric mobility
MRXLIQIHMELEWFIIRJSGYWIHSRXLI97ERH'LMRE
-R%YKYWX EREVXMGPIMRXLIMcKinsey Quarterly
argued that ‘a global electric-car sector must start
MR 'LMRE ERH XLI 9RMXIH 7XEXIW ERH MX QYWX FIKMR
with the two countries creating an environment for
automotive investors to scale their bets across both
REXMSRW´-XWYKKIWXIHXLEXEPXLSYKLTVMZEXIGSQTERMIW
will compete to provide the technologies, charging
stations and the vehicles, ‘the two governments can
no doubt create the conditions for them to succeed
– for example, by setting standards, funding the
VSPPSYX SJ MRJVEWXVYGXYVI ERH WTSRWSVMRK NSMRX 6 (
MRMXMEXMZIW´8LMW [EW WYTTSVXIH F] JEGXW ERH ½KYVIW
that show that if penetration of electric vehicles rises
EFSZI F]SMPMQTSVXWERH'3 emissions
would fall dramatically. To achieve this, China needs
XS WTIRH  FMPPMSR ERH FYMPH  GLEVKMRK
WXEXMSRW XLI GSVVIWTSRHMRK ½KYVIW JSV XLI 97 EVI
FMPPMSRERHQMPPMSRVIWTIGXMZIP]
;LMPI XLMW WSYRHW TVSQMWMRK WSQI [SVOWLST
participants highlighted two issues that might mean
XLMW97'LMREPIEHIVWLMTWLSYPHFIUYIWXMSRIH8LI
½VWX SRI GSRGIVRW XLI JEGX XLEX SXLIV GSYRXVMIW
have already made the necessary decisions and are
EGXMRK SR XLIQ )PIGXVMG GEV VIGLEVKMRK RIX[SVOW
EVIEPVIEH]FIMRKFYMPXMR(IRQEVO -WVEIPERH QSWX
WMKRM½GERXP]*VERGI;IIQTLEWMWI³QSWXWMKRM½GERXP]´
for France because it is there where government,
the car industry and the energy sector appear to be
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QSWX EPMKRIH XLI 6IREYPX *PYIRGI >) XLI [SVPH´W
½VWXW[MXGLEFPIFEXXIV]IPIGXVMGGEVMWFIMRKPEYRGLIH
IEVP]MREXXLIWEQIXMQI6IREYPXERH)(*EVI
FYMPHMRKEREXMSR[MHIIPIGXVMGGEVVIGLEVKMRKRIX[SVO
EGVSWW *VERGI MR  ERH º QMPPMSR SJ MRMXMEP
WXEXIFEGOMRK[EWKYEVERXIIHF]4VIWMHIRX7EVOS^]
MR 3GXSFIV  7S XLI EPMKRQIRX SJ WMKRM½GERX
QEVOIX TSXIRXMEP XLI XIGLRSPSK] VIKYPEXMSR ERH
½RERGIVIUYMVIHXSIWXEFPMWLEWYMXEFPIIRZMVSRQIRX
JSV E FVIEOXLVSYKL GLERKI WIIQW XS FI GSQMRK
XSKIXLIV TVIXX] [IPP MR *VERGI -RHIIH EW QER]
other manufacturers focus more on hybrids and
L]HVSKIRSTXMSRW 6IREYPXMWXEOMRKEQFMXMSYWWXITW
JSV[EVH MRXS JYPP IPIGXVMG QSFMPMX] 'EVPSW +LSWR
FSWWSJFSXL6IREYPXERH2MWWERWIIWXLEX³&]
TYVIP]IPIGXVMG ^IVSIQMWWMSRZILMGPIW[MPPXEOI 
SJ XLI KPSFEP GEV QEVOIX´;LEX MW QSVI LI [ERXW
WYGLZILMGPIWXSEGGSYRXJSV SJ6IREYPX2MWWER´W
sales by then.
The second issue concerns the CO reductions
FIMRKGPEMQIHZIVWYWXLSWIFIMRKHIPMZIVIH-RQER]
countries, the switch from hydrocarbons to electrons
for transport is a diversion because they will still be
largely relying on oil, gas and coal to generate the
IPIGXVMGMX] MR XLI ½VWX TPEGI 7S XLI TSMRX SJ '3
production shifts from the vehicle to the power
WXEXMSRFYXWMKRM½GERXFVIEOXLVSYKLWEVIWXMPPVIUYMVIH
before effective and economic carbon capture and
WXSVEKI ''7  XIGLRSPSKMIW EVI VIXVS½XXIH XS XLI
I\MWXMRK IRIVK] FEWI -J IPIGXVMG QSFMPMX] MW KSMRK
XS LEZI WMKRM½GERX MQTEGX [MXLMR XLI RI\X HIGEHI
some argue that it needs to be aligned to major
WSYVGIW SJ VIRI[EFPI GPIER IRIVK] 7S PSSOMRK EX

XLIGYVVIRXPIEHIVWMRXLMW½IPHMXMWRSWYVTVMWIXLEX
(IRQEVO [MRH  -WVEIP WSPEV ERH*VERGI RYGPIEV 
are seen as front-runners. These locations have high
renewable supplies of electricity already installed or
being installed and, as such, they will gain most from
the associated carbon credits from the introduction
of electric mobility.
%PWS SJ KVIEX WMKRM½GERGI MW +IVQER] XLI KPSFEP
GIRXVISJEYXSQSXMZIHIZIPSTQIRXMRQER]TISTPI´W
I]IW8LI +IVQER GEV MRHYWXV] LEW WMKRIH YT XS E
government push to get a million electric cars on
XS XLI VSEHW F]  -RHYWXV] GSQQIRXEXSVW WE]
XLEX ³-J XLI] QEREKI MX [I´VI XEPOMRK EFSYX SRI MR
four new cars sold in that year being electric, which
MWEWXEKKIVMRKGLERKIMRNYWXXLIRI\XXIR]IEVW´ -R
GSSTIVEXMSR[MXL)3RERHSXLIVIRIVK]½VQW[LS
EVI FYMPHMRK XLI GLEVKMRK MRJVEWXVYGXYVI XLI PMOIW
SJ:; &1; ERH 1IVGIHIW&IR^ EVI EPP TPERRMRK
a host of new electric car launches over the next
GSYTPI SJ ]IEVW +IVQER KSZIVRQIRX WYTTSVX
and commitment to electric mobility is strong
and growing.
3RP] SJXLIQMPPMSRGEVWWSPHMR[IVI
L]FVMHW XLIVIWXLEZMRKTIXVSPSVHMIWIPIRKMRIW &]
WIZIVEPTVIHMGXMSRWMRHMGEXIXLEXYTXS SJ
XLI [SVPH´W GEV ¾IIX [MPP FI L]FVMHW FYX   [MPP
be electric powered. A century after the electric
car gave way to the internal combustion engine, the
combined action of many governments, companies,
2+3WMRZIWXSVWERHIRXVITVIRIYVWMWFVMRKMRKEFSYX
a renaissance that is on course to produce a major
global shift in the way our mobility is powered.
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